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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis runs FRED, a database of economic data that have been

tracked since 1991.  One of its categories is the U.S. population, aged 16 years and over, with a

disability — a population that remained stable from 2016 to 2020, but jumped sharply in early 2021,

coinciding with the rollout of COVID-19 injections.

In early 2021, a Twitter user named Ben, who runs a U.S. all-cause mortality site, posted a graph

showing the eerily similar rise in disability and cumulative COVID-19 shots, with disabilities among

Americans aged 16 years and older rising from 30 million to 32.7 million.

“Is this proof, that the COVID-19 vaccines might have caused 2.9M additional disabilities in

the US?” he wrote. “Sharp increase from trend occurs early 2021, when vaccinations

started.”

Within about an hour of posting, the tweet was Sagged as “disinformation,” Ben was locked out of

his account and comments and sharing of the post were disabled. “Hard to see the problem with

the data,” wrote Substack user el gato malo. “Clearly, their issue is with the conclusion.”

14,181 Permanently Disabled After COVID Shots

The Substack article highlights two points on the disability population graph — when 1% of the

population had received COVID-19 shots and when 1% had received boosters. “I chose this

convention,” the writer said, “because each has a sort of long tail at a very low level leading in but

rose rapidly after reaching 1% so it seemed like the best inSection point for maximum relevance. As

can be seen, the timing is highly suggestive.”

Spikes in disability can be seen after each of the highlighted points, which make sense when you

look at the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) data for COVID-19 shots. As of May

27, 2022, 14,181 people reported being permanently disabled after receiving the shots. According

to el gato malo:

“Seeing this ... without a rise in disability reports would be surprising. we see 14k

permanently disabled in VAERS. and we see a rise in the disabled rolls of 1.8 million.

that’s pretty close to the 1-2% capture rate (more like 1%, but also likely capturing other

categories as well, so hard to be precise) for reporting we’ve seen around other VAERS

issues (besides death which seems to get better counted) so it feels like we’re in a ballpark

here.”

Past investigations have shown only between 1%  and 10%  of adverse reactions are ever reported

to VAERS, which is a passive, voluntary reporting system, so the actual number of resulting

disabilities could be much higher than what’s reSected.

Remarkable Correlation Between COVID-19 Shots and Disability

Using data from FRED and Our World in Data (OWID), el gato malo took it a step further, charting the

percentage of population that received a COVID-19 shot in a month, to get an idea of the number of

people at risk of vaccine adverse events at any given time. El gato malo did the same for boosters,

then plotted it against disability. The resulting graph is below:

The data are “starting to get past ‘suggestive’ here,” el gato malo notes, explaining exactly what the

numbers show:

“the vaccination series started to get steep in feb 21. disability got steep in april 21.

vaccination peaked in may. disability peaked in june.

vaccination started to rise again after august.

disability began to rise again after october.

then vaxx dropped off after jan 2022 and disability >attened out in mar 2022.

2 month lag, 1 month lag, 2 month lag, 2 month lag. 4 separate inSections all tracked in

near identical and highly plausible timeframes for vaccine injury. we’re starting to get past

“suggestive” here. this zigs, zags, then zigs again, then zags again all as predicted if it were

causal and all with the sort of lag you’d associate with reporting, 1-2 months. (all 2 mo

save may-jun 21).

The disability series can be a little noisy month to month, but the big trends are all there.

based on what we know about side effects this looks to be an odds on hypothesis at this

point. i can see no better Wt to the data.”

Military OJcial Predicted Pause in mRNA COVID Shots

The Epoch Times received 19 pages of email messages via a Freedom of Information Act request.

Among them was an April 27, 2021, email from U.S. Army Lt. Col. Harry Chang to Tricia Blocher

with the California Department of Public Health and other occials from California and the military.

In it, Chang predicted that the U.S. FDA and the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization

Practices (ACIP) were likely to pause the COVID-19 mRNA injection campaign in light of increasing

cases of myocarditis following the shots:

“A pause of the PWzer/Moderna administration (much like the J&J blood clot pause) will

have an adverse impact on US/CA vaccination rates; assessed as unlikely due to causes of

myocarditis can come from multiple sources (eg. COVID, other conditions, other

vaccines/prescriptions, etc) … However, increased reported #s & media attention is likely to

trigger a safety review pause by ACIP/FDA.”

Increased cases of myocarditis, or inSammation of the heart muscle, and pericarditis began to be

reported in April 2021 after Pfzer’s and Moderna’s mRNA COVID-19 shots.  “These rare cases of

myocarditis or pericarditis have occurred most frequently in adolescent and young adult males,

ages 16 years and older, within seven days after receiving the second dose of an mRNA COVID-19

vaccine,” according to the CDC.

Chang’s email, in particular, was in response to April 2021 news that the Department of Defense

was tracking 14 cases of heart inSammation in military patients following receipt a COVID-19

shot.  Israel was also exploring cases of myocarditis following mRNA shots at that time.

Dr. Tom Shimabukuro, part of the CDC’s COVID-19 Vaccine Task Force, was among those who

received Chang’s warning, and he responded by asking colleagues for more data from Vaccine

Safety Datalink, a CDC system that tracks vaccine safety.

Dozens (24) of cases of myocarditis were Sagged by the system but, according to The Epoch

Times, “The email chain ended there, with no indication that the occials probed further to see if

there was a possible link between the vaccines and heart inSammation.”

An Early Red Flag Ignored

The same day that Chang sent the email suggesting that a safety review pause of mRNA COVID-19

shots was likely, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky told the media that the agency had reviewed

data but did not believe myocarditis was occurring at an elevated rate: “We have not seen a signal,

and we’ve actually looked intentionally for the signal in the over 200 million doses we’ve given,” she

said.

Weeks went by before the public was alerted to the higher-than-expected rates of myocarditis

following mRNA COVID-19 shots, even though hundreds of cases had been reported to VAERS by

the end of April 2021. As of June 8, 2022, more than 5,000 cases have been reported.

“The current evidence supports a causal association between mRNA COVID-19 vaccination and

myocarditis and pericarditis,” Shimabukuro stated at a June 7, 2022, FDA meeting.

In an email to The Epoch Times, Barbara Loe Fisher, cofounder and president of the National

Vaccine Information Center, explained that health occials had knowledge of an early safety issue

with the shots but ignored it in order to protect the shots’ reputation to the public:

“The emails ‘reveal there was an early red Sag with post-mRNA COVID vaccine-related

myocarditis reports in the U.S. and Israel’ but that occials were concerned that

acknowledging the risk ‘would have a negative effect on public perception of COVID

vaccine safety and uptake.’”

Healthy Young People Dying After COVID Shots

The CDC has downplayed the seriousness of myocarditis following the shots, stating that

preliminary data from surveys conducted at least 90 days after myocarditis diagnosis suggest

“most patients were fully recovered from their myocarditis.”

However, deaths among previously healthy young people have occurred, including a 36-year-old

U.K. mother of two who died 11 days after receiving a Pfzer COVID-19 shot; her death was deemed

to be caused by myocarditis due to the shot.

There’s also Dr. Neil Singh Dhalla, a CEO of a major health clinic, who fell asleep four days after he

got a COVID-19 booster shot — and died from a heart attack.  The autopsy stated myocarditis. He

was only 48 years old and had never had heart problems in his life. In another example,

epidemiologists confrmed that two teenage boys from different U.S. states died of myocarditis

days after getting the Pfzer shot.

Both had received second doses of the shot. In a study that examined the autopsy fndings, it’s

reported that the “myocarditis” described in the boys’ deaths is “not typical myocarditis

pathology.”

A study published in Scientifc Reports further revealed that calls to Israel’s National Emergency

Medical Services (EMS) for cardiac arrest and acute coronary syndrome increased more than 25%

among 16- to 39-year-olds from January to May 2021, compared to the same time period in 2019

and 2020.

The researchers evaluated the association between the volume of the calls and other factors,

including COVID-19 shots and COVID-19 infection, but a link was only found for the volume.

Yet, it’s unlikely that you’ve heard about these additional red Sags in the major media. Just as

occurred on Twitter when someone tried to bring attention to a correlation between COVID-19 shots

and disability, unfavorable statistics about these shots are quickly silenced and discredited. What

we need now more than anything isn’t more censorship — it’s active investigation and research to

uncover the truth, before more harm is done, that is desperately needed.

Regarding whether COVID-19 shot rollouts correlate with the number of disabled Americans, el gato

malo had this to say:

“i want to stress, this is still a hypothesis and this is my Wrst run through with this data so i

want to let people chew on it and see what else emerges before making claims that are too

strong. but this is also REALLY provocative and unless i have really missed something,

warrants research and explication, not censorship.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,720 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Never taking these shots and never talking to an MD. Holistic or naturopathic physicians only.
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The entire federal government should be held criminally liable for the damage they have foisted on the people of their country,  I do not

know the laws in other countries, but in the USA if you help someone to commit a crime you are considered an accomplice and

charged with the same crime. In this instance I would be premeditated murder. I would consider that a "High Crime" and an

impeachable offense. MMC88121
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operative words "should be" In reality there is no accountability anymore. Zero accountability rules the day, and not one person

or entity in the 2.6 years post whu-Su lab release has remotely been held to account. ALL the same people who orchestrated it

all are still doing so and have nary a concern.
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I am seeing it in my neighborhood and my less aquent tenants, or maybe their eating habits is the trigger, under lying conditions, like

untreated Lyme. Very common here in Pa horse country. I haven't fgured it out yet. My mom lost her mind dramatically within days of

the second jab taken in 4/2021. She had COVID, mild, in 3,/2020 and forgetfulness, but could still live alone at 89. She doesn't even

remember when she ate last. Old memories are much better but often jumbles. She also has a history of untreated Lyme.
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Read Mikovits books. The injections activate what are typically dormant issues of various cancers, neurodegenerative and

immunological issues. She was saying it long before 2020 and others like Seneff, McCullough, Urso, Yeadon, Geert have said as

much too since. The injections allow massive expression of what typically was in check. Not sure why the average person is not

understanding this at this point with so much info and people reporting on it
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Brodie, they do not understand dormancy. They think you have to "catch" a disease.
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The question remains; why would ANY fully professional medical practitioner close their mind to such statistics? Am I correct to think

that the only thing that might be driving such closed minds is a potential threat to their careers? And, if that is true . . . what is the

threat? Whom is presenting that threat? It is one thing to describe the repeated statistics; when surely; we also need to describe the

why and wherefore of the threats underlying the statistics? It is no use whatever telling everyone what is happening . . . without also

highlighting the reason why ANY fully professional medical practitioner would close their mind to such statistics? That we have to talk

to those refusing to act in a way that just might reduce their fear of doing so.
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The Vaccine Rollout Is Directly Related to Disability
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The U.S. population, aged 16 years and over, with a disability remained stable from 2016 to

2020, but jumped sharply in early 2021, coinciding with the rollout of COVID-19 injections

'

In early 2021, a Twitter user named Ben, who runs a U.S. all-cause mortality site, posted a

graph showing the eerily similar rise in disability and cumulative COVID-19 shots, with the

number of disabled Americans rising from 30 million to 32.7 million

'

Within about an hour of posting, the tweet was Sagged as “disinformation,” Ben was locked

out of his account and comments and sharing of the post were disabled

'

As of May 27, 2022, 14,181 people reported being permanently disabled after receiving COVID-19 shots'

In April 2021, U.S. Army lieutenant colonel Harry Chang predicted that U.S. occials were likely to pause the COVID-19 mRNA injection campaign in

light of increasing cases of myocarditis following the shots

'

No pause for mRNA COVID-19 shots occurred, but as of June 8, 2022, more than 5,000 cases of myocarditis following the injections have been

reported

'
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Docs seem terrifed when the topic comes up. I told my doc last summer I had covid in 2/2020, she lowered her voice and said I

guess you don't want the vax. I said no. She quickly moved on. When I told my mom's new primary, I had to move her into a

facility after the second jab, that she lost her mind after the second jab and had covid, he eyes got huge.
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The Sixth Mass Extinction Chemical castration/low sperm count and low libido Chemicals on and in most foods both processed and

otherwise. Certain labeled organic fools, I mean foods can be suspicious. Suspected chemicals sprayed aka geoengineering. Flouride

and hundreds of other chemicals in potable /oxymoron drinking water. Fake fabrics, fake fertilizer, fake news, inauthentic lifestyle Etc.

The list is endless. And with dormant critical thinking there's no end except for the 6th mass extinction to continue to gain traction.

And we haven't even mentioned the the 3rd cause of death iatrogenic medicine. And when you consider heart disease and cancer as

1and 2 causes of death, you can link most of those deaths back to the chemicals and lifestyle choices which link to lack of critical

thinking. There's more to consider however a functional thinker gets it.
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Article indicates a Sattening of disability in 2022. The graph shows an increase in disability in 2022. Can someone explain the

disconnect between this article and the graph.
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I think it interesting that search engines have scrubbed the internet of nearly all reference to early mRNA vaccine trials on ferrets,

rabbits, and mice. I read a published study last year clearly stating that ALL vaccine tested ferrets had expired within 30 days of

injection. Now that the ferret/cat HAS BEEN let out of the bag, there are pages upon pages of denial throughout the internet. This was

about all I was able to garner from the coverup. > > > SARS vaccine linked to liver damage in ferret study > > > By: Amy L. Becker |

December 06, 2004 > > > www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2004/12/sars-vaccine-linked-liver-..  > > > Funny how the "Net"

works. NOT...
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"Yet, it’s unlikely that you’ve heard about these additional red Sags in the major media. Just as occurred on Twitter when someone

tried to bring attention to a correlation between COVID-19 shots and disability, unfavorable statistics about these shots are quickly

silenced and discredited." This is the point where you have to seriously ask, why. Why would such information be memory-holed?

Whose interests are served by doing so? The media does not make more money by suppressing such information. If anything, one

would think its waning credibility would be a needed boost for reporting reality. Within the public health space, we once more have a

glaring case of hubris, where the so-called experts are afraid of seeming like, well, like fallible human beings.

Of course, these same people did not help themselves by making declarative statements about many things that turned out to be

wrong without once having the humility to admit to being wrong. And perhaps this is where the media falls in line; it, too, had the

chance to correct the record, to admit being duped (even it went along with the narrative willingly), or otherwise own up to not having

gotten things correctly. But none of this happened. Their plan, and this is a plan - what else can it be? - is working. I run across people

all the time who are convinced that any negative word about the sainted vaccines is heresy and that my tinfoil hat needs adjusting.

They display an astonishing level of ignorance about how VAERS works, acting as if you and I can go into the site and make any claim

without fear of verifcation and absent of medical professional involvement. These folks STILL insist that their case of Covid, a case

that came despite two shots and even the boosters, would have been worse had they not been "vaccinated." And we still have the

unbelievable wherein healthy people are continually testing themselves for illness, behavior that is simply not normal.
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They will answer one day soon for their abject wickedness and greed
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Not here on earth
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Correct. Not in this world. Not in this life.
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